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Data Types

The fundamental building blocks of any programming language.

What is a data type?

I A data type is a set of values and a set of operations define
on these values.

I E.g. 1: Set of integers with operations +, -, *, /, etc.

The built-in C types come in two groups:

I Fundamental types - integer (whole numbers) and
floating-point (can have a fractional part).

I Derived types - derived from basic types.

Integer Types

Integer Set - infinite

Computer memory can represent only a subset of integers.

C offers several integer types - int, short int, long int

Each comes in both signed and unsigned versions.

The following six combinations make different integer data
types:

I short int

I unsigned short int

I int

I unsigned int

I long int

I unsigned long int

Signed Integers

The leftmost bit of a signed integer (sign bit) is 0 if the
number is +ve or 0, 1 if it is -ve.

Thus, the largest 16-bit integer has the binary representation

0111111111111111

which has the value 32,767 (215 − 1).

Can store -ve numbers, zero and +ve numbers.

Default - signed integers



Unsigned Integers

An integer with no sign bit (the leftmost bit is considered part
of the number’s magnitude) is said to be unsigned.

The largest 16-bit unsigned integer is 65,535 (216 − 1).

Can store only zero and +ve numbers.

Can represent +ve numbers twice as big as the signed types.

Abbreviations

C allows us to drop the word int from the names of integer
data types: short int and long int.

E.g. 2:

unsigned short int may be abbreviated to unsigned short.

long int may be abbreviated to just long.

Ranges of Integer Data Types

The range of values represented by each of the six integer types
varies from one machine to another.

However, there are a couple of rules that all compilers must
obey:

1. Each must provide the three integer data types: int,
short and long.

2. int must not be shorter than short, and long must not be
shorter than int.

Note 1: However, it is possible to have the range of short
may be the same as int, and the range of int same as long.

Ranges - 16 bit machines

Note 2: short int and int have identical ranges.



Ranges - 32 bit machines

Note 3: int and long int have identical ranges.

Ranges - 64 bit machines

Some Integer Declarations

E.g. 3:

i n t myInt; // int

uns igned sho r t i n t age; // unsigned short int

uns igned sho r t numOfChildren; // unsigned short int

uns igned long i n t worldPopulation; // unsigned long int

l ong likeCounter; // long int

Integer Constants

Numbers that appear in a program (not numbers that are read,
written, or computed).

12 3568l 589L 100U

By default, integer constants are stored as int.

To force the number stored as other formats:

I Put l or L at the end of the number to treat it as long

(E.g. 15L).

I Put u or U to indicate the number is unsigned (E.g. 15u).



Integer Overflow

When arithmatic operations are performed on integers, it is
possible that the result will be too large to represent.

E.g. 4: The result of the sum of two ints may exceed the
maximum of ints.

Such a situation is called as an integer overflow.

Which Integer Type?

With the richness of C integer types, which integer type should
we use?

Generally, int variables work more efficiently.

I If there is no compelling reason to choose another type, use
int.

If a variable never holds a negative number, use an unsigned

type.

I E.g. No of words in a document

I Variable can store higher values.

If we know that the variable may have to represent larger
integer values, use long.

If a number is too large to be represented as type long, go for a
floating-point type.

Reading and Writing Integers

1. When reading or writing an unsigned integer, use the letter
‘u’ instead of ‘d’ in the conversion specification.

E.g. 5:
uns igned i n t i;

scanf (”%u”, &i);

printf(”%u”, i);

2. When reading or writing an short integer, put the letter ‘h’
in front of ’d’.
E.g. 6:
sho r t s;

scanf (”%hd”, &s);

printf(”%hd”, s);

3. When reading or writing an long integer, put the letter ‘l’ in
front of ’d’.
E.g. 7:
l ong l;

scanf (”%ld ”, &l);

printf(”%ld ”, l);

Floating Types

Use to represent numbers with a fractional part, or numbers
that are exceedingly large or small.

E.g. 8: 12.34, 0.23, 8.0, 3.45E6, 2.52e+8, 8.33E-4

C provides three floating types:

I float - Single-precision floating-point

I double - Double-precision floating-point

I long double - Extended-precision floating-point

float is suitable when the precision is not critical.

E.g. 9: Calculating the average rainfall to two decimal point

double - gives a greater precision

long double - gives the ultimate in precision



Ranges and Precision - Floating Types

On computers that follow IEEE standards, the following ranges
and precisions are applied on float and double.

float vs. double

Arithmetic operations slow on double and long double

variables.

Need more bytes to store double variables (see Bytes of memory
column in the previous slide).

Calculations are more accurate in double variables (see digits of
precision column in the previous slide).

Floating Constants

Floating constants can be written in a variety of ways.

57.0 57. 57.0e0 57E0 5.7e1 5.7e+1 .57e+2 570e-1

By default, floating constants are stored as a double number.

On occasion, it may necessary to store a floating number in
float or long double format:

I To indicate single precision is required, put f or F at the
end of the constant (E.g. 57.0f or 57.0F)

I To indicate extended precision is required, put l or L at the
end of the constant (E.g. 57.0l or 57.0L)

Reading and Writing Floating-Point Numbers

1. When reading a value of double, put the letter l in front of
e,f or g:

double d;

scanf (”%l f ”, &d);

Note 4: Use l only in a scanf format string, not a printf

string. In a printf format string, the e, f, and g conversions
can be used to write either float or double values.

2. When reading or writing a value of type long double, put
the letter L in front of e, f or g:

l ong double ld;

scanf (”%Lf”, &ld);

printf (”%Lf”, ld);



Character Types

Designed to store characters, such as letters and digits.

In C, characters are stored in char variables.

The char type is really another integer type.

A char type variable, stores the corresponding ASCII value of a
character.

char ch = ’M’ ; // Stores the ASCII value 77 of ’M’ in ch

Reading and Writing Characters

The %c conversion specification allows scanf and printf to
read and write single characters:

char ch;

scanf (”%c”, &ch); // reads a single character

printf (”%c”, ch); // prints the character stored in ch

Note 5: scanf doesn’t skip white-space characters before
reading a character.

To force scanf to skip white-space before reading a character,
put a space before %c.

scanf (” %c”, &ch); // skips white -space , then reads ch

Quizs

Quiz 1: Write the output of the following program segment:

char ch;

i n t i = 97;

ch = i;

printf(”%d\n”, i);

printf(”%c\n”, ch);

ch = i + 1;

printf(”%d\n”, i);

printf(”%c\n”, ch);

ch = ch + 1;

i = ch;

printf(”%d\n”, i);

printf(”%c\n”, ch);

Quiz 2: Write the output of the following for loop:

f o r ( char ch = ’A ’ ; ch <= ’Z ’ ; ch++)

printf (”%c”, ch);

getchar and putchar [1]

C provides getchar and putchar functions to read and write
characters respectively.

putchar writes a single character:

char ch = ’G ’ ;
putchar (ch);

getchar function reads a character and returns it. In order to
save this character, we must assign the return character to a
char variable.

char ch;

ch = getchar (); // reads a character and stores it in ch



getchar and putchar [2]

Note 6: getchar returns an int value rather than a char

value.

Quiz 3: Write the output of the following code:

char ch;

i n t i;

i = getchar ();

ch = i;

printf(”%d\n”, i);

printf(”%c\n”, ch);

Note 7: getchar and putchar save time when the program is
executed.

I They are much simpler than scanf and printf.

I They are implemented as macros for additional speed.

Exercise

Ex. 1:

Write a C program to calculate the length of a message that is
entered by the user. Use getchar function to read characters.

Type Conversion [1]

For a computer to perform an arithmetic operation,

1. the operands must usually be of the same size (the same
number of bits), and

2. they must be stored in the same way.

But in C, allows the basic types to be mixed in expressions.

Thus, the C compiler should generate instructions to convert
some operands to different types so that the hardware will be
able to evaluate the expression.

Type Conversion [2]

For example, if the program adds a 16-bit short and a 32-bit

int, the compiler will arrange a temporary 32-bit int to store
the value stored in 16-bit short and then adds the 32-bit

int and the temporary 32-bit int.

This is called automatic type conversion (or implicit
conversion).



Real Story - Automatic Type Conversion

i n t count = 7;

f l o a t avgWeight = 155.5;

double ttlWeight = count * avgWeight;

When ... Automatic Type Conversions?

Automatic type conversions are performed in the following
situations:

1. When the operands in an arithmetic or logical expression
don’t have the same type.

2. When the type of the expression on the right side of an
assignment does not match the type of variable on the left
side.

3. When the type of an argument in a function call does not
match the type of the corresponding parameter.

4. When the type of the expression in a return statement
does not match the function’s return type.

Order - Automatic Type Conversions

When the compiler confronts mixed-typed expressions, types
are considered as ‘higher’ or ’lower’, based roughly on the
below table.

Data Type Order

long double Highest

double

float

unsigned long int

long int

unsigned int

int

short, char Lowest

The lower-type variable is converted to the type of the
higher-type variable.

Casting (Explicit Conversion)

Sometimes a programmer needs to convert a value from one
type to another in a situation where the compiler will not do it
automatically.

E.g. 10:

f l o a t x = 10/3; // x = 3.0

To get the correct result, need to cast one of the operand.

f l o a t x = 10.0/3;

E.g. 11:

i n t ttlMarks = 556, noOfStds = 10;

f l o a t avgMark = ttlMarks / noOfStds; // avgMark = 55.0

To get the correct result, need to cast one of the operand.

f l o a t avgMark = ( f l o a t ) ttlMarks / noOfStds;



Avoiding Overflows with Casting

Consider the following code:

l ong i;

i n t j = 1000;

i = j*j; // overflow may occur

The value of j*j is 1,000,000, and i is a long, and it seems
that the above statement is correct.

The problem of that statement is when multiply two int values,
the result will have int type. But j*j is too large to represent
as an int on some machines, causing an overflow.

We can use casting to avoid this overflow problem:

i = ( l ong )j * j;

Quiz 4: Will the following statement avoid the above overflow
problem?

i = ( l ong )(j * j);

The sizeof Operator

The sizeof operator allows a program to determine how much
memory is required to store values of a particular type.

The value of the expression

sizeof (type name)

is an unsigned integer representing the number of bytes required
to store a value belonging to type name.

For example, on a 32-bit machine,

sizeof (int)

is normally 4.


